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Abstract

Vision-language pre-trained models have exhibited significant advancements in various multimodal and unimodal tasks in recent years, including cross-modal recipe retrieval. However, a persistent challenge in multimodal frameworks is the lack of alignment between the encoders of different modalities. Although previous works addressed image and recipe embedding alignment, the alignment of individual recipe components has been overlooked. To address this gap, we present Fine-grained Alignment for Recipe Embeddings (FARM), a cross-modal retrieval approach that aligns the encodings of recipe components, including titles, ingredients, and instructions, within a shared representation space alongside corresponding image embeddings. Moreover, we introduce a hyperbolic loss function to effectively capture the similarity information inherent in recipe classes. FARM improves Recall@1 by 1.4% for image-to-recipe and 1.0% for recipe-to-image retrieval. Additionally, FARM achieves up to 6.1% and 15.1% performance improvement in image-to-recipe retrieval tasks, when just one and two components of the recipe are available, respectively. Comprehensive qualitative analysis of retrieved images for various recipes showcases the semantic capabilities of our trained models. Code is available at https://github.com/PLAN-Lab/FARM.

1. Introduction

Recent advances in vision-language models have enabled state-of-the-art performance in several multi-modal and unimodal downstream tasks, e.g., visual question answering, visual entailment, visual reasoning, cross-modal retrieval, etc. One such area of research is computational cooking, where the vision-language models can learn from procedural text recipes, associated images, and instructional videos. This enables various downstream subtasks, e.g. recipe retrieval [1, 4, 6, 29, 30, 36], recipe generation [5, 21], ingredient substitution [5, 13], and recipe recommendation [16, 31]. A fundamental prerequisite for these downstream subtasks is the development of an efficient and robust cross-modal recipe encoding mechanism.

A common challenge faced by multimodal frameworks is the lack of alignment between the encoders of different modalities. While previous works have made efforts to address the alignment issue between image and recipe embeddings [8, 11, 12, 24, 29, 30], they have predominantly overlooked the alignment of fine-grained information within the various recipe components, such as titles, ingredients, and instructions. Neglecting these individual components disregards their potential to convey useful information. For instance, a recipe’s title, such as “caesar salad”, can provide substantial insight into how the associated image would look like. Similarly, lists of ingredients and instructions offer valuable cues for understanding the image context. Moreover, some parts of the recipe may be missing in many downstream tasks. For example, in some applications, it may be useful to be able to retrieve recipes given just the title. Consequently, it is important to
learn robust representations that can handle missing components effectively. Previous works have primarily relied on semantic loss functions calculated solely based on class labels [1, 24]. However, class labels also hold valuable similarity attributes. For instance, a cheesecake is expected to be more similar to a brownie than to a salad. Hyperbolic loss functions can capture and incorporate such similarity information, enhancing the overall alignment process.

In this work, we introduce Fine-grained Alignment for Recipe Embeddings (FARM), a cross-modal retrieval framework that enhances the alignment between different components of recipes (titles, ingredients, and instructions) and image embeddings in a shared vector space. This alignment is achieved through a projection layer that minimizes the distance between embeddings in a shared embedding space. We introduce two loss functions, namely the triplet loss and the hyperbolic embedding loss, to guide the training process by contrasting embeddings and capturing class similarity information. To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we conduct experiments on image-to-recipe and recipe-to-image retrieval tasks on the Recipe1M dataset [23]. FARM yields substantial improvements in Recall@1 performance for image-to-recipe and recipe-to-image retrieval tasks. In addition to performance evaluation, our ablation studies and qualitative analysis highlight that FARM learns meaningful component-level embeddings that capture valuable semantic information. Our contribution can be summarized as follows:

1. We introduce FARM, a new cross-modal retrieval framework that addresses the lack of fine-grained alignment between recipe components (titles, ingredients, and instructions) and image embeddings. FARM leads to robust representations that improve performance even when parts of the recipe are missing.

2. We propose the use of a hyperbolic embedding loss to leverage class label information and capture varying levels of similarity between recipes. Through ablation studies, we demonstrate the benefits of incorporating the hyperbolic loss in FARM for both image-to-recipe and recipe-to-image retrieval tasks.

3. We experimentally show that the alignment of individual recipe components enhances the semantic understanding of recipes, improves robustness in handling missing information, and boosts the performance of cross-modal tasks by capturing the nuanced relationships between different components and images.

2. Related Work

2.1. Recipe Embeddings

Representation learning for recipes involves capturing the textual and structural features of a recipe, which usually consists of a title, ingredients, and step-by-step instructions. Existing works employ a dual-encoder approach for the recipe-image retrieval task, where the text and image are encoded by two different encoders. Most of the works in this area primarily utilized only the ingredients and instructions as inputs [1, 6, 15, 29, 30]. However, subsequent works showed that incorporating the title as an additional input improves retrieval performance [22]. Earlier works utilized LSTM-based architectures to encode the recipes, then passed them onto fully connected layers to map them to a latent space [6, 23, 29, 30]. Other works have also proposed employing Bi-LSTMs [1], hierarchical LSTMs [1], and tree-LSTMs [17] to better capture the inter-dependency between ingredients and instructions. However, such encoding frameworks fail to capture the relative importance of ingredients and instructions. Recent works have consequently shifted focus to Transformer-based encoders [7, 22, 24]. Salvador et al. (2021) [22] proposed the first hierarchical Transformer for recipe embeddings, and observed that the hierarchical structure improved performance when compared to simple average pooling for both Transformer and LSTM encoders. TFood [24] similarly proposed a hierarchical two-layer Transformer setup to capture the interactions between the title, ingredients, and instructions. In our approach, we also adopt a hierarchical Transformer setup to compute recipe embeddings from component embeddings. However, we enforce a finer-grained alignment between the recipe and its component embeddings with the image embedding. Our proposed method enables a more precise and effective alignment between different modalities, leading to improved cross-modal retrieval performance.

2.2. Cross-Modal Alignment

Cross-modal alignment plays a crucial role in integrating and comparing different modalities of data, such as images and text, facilitating various downstream tasks including image captioning, visual question answering, and recipe-image retrieval [8, 22, 24, 25]. Conventional approaches involve aligning the representations of these modalities within a joint embedding space. For instance, some works utilize adversarial loss functions to improve modality alignment by adversarially making it difficult for the discriminator to differentiate between recipe embeddings and image embeddings [12, 29]. Recent work introduces a novel semantic consistency loss that uses KL divergence to bring the output semantic probabilities of image and recipe pairs closer, thereby reducing the intra-class feature distance [30]. Subsequent work proposes a model that learns a more accurate image-recipe similarity by fusing both intra-modality and cross-modality features from local and global aspects [11]. Moreover, recent work introduces a cross-modal implicit relation reasoning module and a similarity distribution matching method to enhance global image-text matching without
additional prior supervision [8]. VLPCook [25] employs a similar cross-modal alignment during finetuning but requires additional data for pretraining. Our work is most similar to H-T [22] and TFood [24]. T-Food [24] does not consider the alignment of component embeddings, while H-T [22] focuses on the intra-modal alignment among the component embeddings themselves. In contrast, our work aligns component embeddings directly with the image embeddings, effectively capturing the semantic relationships between individual recipe components and the corresponding visual information, thereby allowing for a more comprehensive understanding of the recipe content.

3. Proposed Method

3.1. Problem Formulation

Given a set of recipes $\mathcal{R} = \{(r_1, y_1), \ldots, (r_n, y_n)\}$ and an associated set of images $\mathcal{I} = \{i_1, \ldots, i_n\}$, where each recipe $r_i$ is accompanied by a class label $y_i \in \mathcal{Y}$, and $\mathcal{Y}$ denotes the set of class labels, the goal is to learn a text encoder $f_\theta(\cdot)$: $\mathcal{R} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^d$ and an image encoder $g_\omega(\cdot)$: $\mathcal{I} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^d$ such that $t_{\text{rec}} = f_\theta(r)$ and $t_{\text{img}} = g_\omega(i)$ for generic $r \in \mathcal{R}$ and $i \in \mathcal{I}$ are the associated recipe and image embeddings. Essentially, $f_\theta$ and $g_\omega$ map data points to a shared $d$-dimensional embedding space and can later be used in various computational cooking downstream tasks. Each recipe in $\mathcal{R}$ consists of 3 textual components, the title $r_{\text{ttl}}$, the ingredients $r_{\text{ing}}$, and the instructions $r_{\text{ins}}$. Existing works minimize the distance of the learned embeddings for each $r \in \mathcal{R}$ and associated $i \in \mathcal{I}$ in a shared vector space using various alignment strategies. In comparison, we propose aligning the component embeddings, i.e., title $t_{\text{ttl}}$, ingredients $t_{\text{ing}}$, and instructions $t_{\text{ins}}$ embeddings with the image $t_{\text{img}}$ embeddings. The title, ingredients, and instructions contain important semantic information about the recipe, and we hypothesize that aligning them directly with the image embedding can improve performance.

3.2. Fine-grained Alignment (FARM)

Our proposed method employs a dual-encoder framework. The overall structure is illustrated in Figure 2.

**Image Encoder:** Inspired by the success of previous vision-language models [3, 18], we use a Vision Transformer (CLIP ViT B/16 [18]) to encode the image input to $t_{\text{img}}$. We then pass $t_{\text{img}}$ to a linear projection layer to obtain the image embedding $t_{\text{img}}$, as shown in Eq (1).

$$
t_{\text{img}} = W_{\text{img}} \cdot t_{\text{img}}^1 \tag{1}
$$

**Recipe Encoder:** Given textual data containing titles, ingredients, and instructions, we first learn separate embeddings for each of them, and then fuse them into a shared embedding space. We first employ hierarchical Transformers to encode the recipes [22]. As illustrated in Figure 2, the title, the list of ingredients, and the list of instructions are first processed by a Transformer $T_1$. Since ingredients and instructions are composed of multiple sentences, we employ a hierarchical Transformer $T_2$ to capture the intrinsic interactions and dependencies between sentences in each corresponding recipe component, and encode them into multi-
ple sentence embeddings. Recipe components are also dependent on each other, e.g., an instruction can only be performed when the corresponding ingredients are available. To this end, we incorporate an additional hierarchy level with Transformer $T_3$, which combines the component embeddings into a single recipe embedding. Specifically, $T_3$ takes the output tokens of each component as a query $Q$ and the concatenation of the other two remaining components as keys $K$ and values $V$. The final tokens $t_{rec}$ are obtained by applying linear projection on the concatenated output of $T_3$, as shown in Eq (2).

$$t_{rec} = W_{rec} \cdot [t_{ttl}^3; t_{img}^3; t_{ins}^3]$$  

3.3. Aligning Recipe Components

Early experiments show that using the cross-attended encoders (i.e., $T_3$) is better than the individual encoders (i.e., $T_1$ and $T_2$). We also observe that aligning with $t_{img}$ yields better performance compared to $t_{rec}$. In order to align the component embeddings with $t_{img}$, we apply linear projection to $t_{ttl}$, $t_{img}$, and $t_{ins}$ as shown in Eq (3).

$$t_{ttl} = W_{ttl} \cdot t_{ttl}^3$$
$$t_{img} = W_{img} \cdot t_{img}^3$$
$$t_{ins} = W_{ins} \cdot t_{ins}^3$$

To further align the component embeddings with the corresponding image embedding, we train with two loss functions, i.e., triplet loss and hyperbolic embedding loss.

**Image-Text Contrastive Loss:** Triplet loss aligns samples in a shared representation space by minimizing the distance between an anchor sample and a positive sample while maximizing the distance between the anchor and a negative sample. This has been shown to be an effective method for cross-modal recipe retrieval tasks [22, 23, 29]. We utilize this triplet loss to align the image embeddings $t_{img}$ with component embeddings $t_{ttl}$, $t_{img}$, and $t_{ins}$ in a shared representation space. By using different component embeddings (e.g., $t_{img}$) as anchors, this loss function encourages dissimilar pairs to be distant from any similar pairs by a certain margin value. For instance, the triplet loss between a title and an image embedding is calculated as follows:

$$\mathcal{L} (t_{ttl}^a, t_{img}^p, t_{img}^n) = [d(t_{ttl}^a, t_{img}^p) + \alpha - d(t_{ttl}^a, t_{img}^n)]_+$$

where $\alpha$ is the margin, $d(\cdot, \cdot)$ is a distance function, and superscripts $a, p, n$ refer to the anchor, positive, and negative samples, respectively. Here, $t_{ttl}$ is the output the title encoder, $t_{img}$ is the output of the projection layer $t_{img}$ corresponding to the image input. The margin $\alpha$, proposed in [24], dynamically adjusts the difficulty of the task. Initially, assuming a difficult task, $\alpha$ is set to a small number that is incremented at each iteration, until it reaches a maximum value. In addition, we also use an adaptive weighting strategy for the triplet loss, where we add a dynamic term $\delta$ to overcome the vanishing update when most of the triplets are inactive [1]. Then, the image-text contrastive loss can be written using Eq (5).

$$\mathcal{L} (G_{ttl}, G_{img}) = \frac{1}{\delta_{rec}} \sum_{t_{rec} \in \mathcal{G}_{rec}} \mathcal{L} (t_{rec}^a, t_{rec}^p, t_{rec}^n) + \frac{1}{\delta_{img}} \sum_{t_{img} \in \mathcal{G}_{img}} \mathcal{L} (t_{rec}^a, t_{img}^p, t_{img}^n)$$  

where the superscripts $a, p, n$ denote anchor, positive and negative examples, respectively. The sets $G_{ttl}$ and $G_{img}$ represent the sets of title and image embeddings, and $\delta_{rec}$ and $\delta_{img}$ correspond to the number of triplets that contribute to the loss, with title and image embeddings as anchors. Similarly, we calculate $\mathcal{L} (G_{img}, G_{img})$ and $\mathcal{L} (G_{ins}, G_{img})$, which are the alignment of $G_{img}$ with $G_{img}$ and $G_{ins}$, respectively. We include an additional loss term $\mathcal{L} (G_{rec}, G_{img})$ to align the final recipe embeddings $G_{rec}$ with the image embeddings $G_{img}$. The final fine-grained triplet alignment loss is the average of the four alignment losses, i.e.,

$$\mathcal{L}_{tie} = \frac{1}{4} \mathcal{L} (G_{ttl}, G_{img}) + \frac{1}{4} \mathcal{L} (G_{img}, G_{img}) + \frac{1}{4} \mathcal{L} (G_{ins}, G_{img}) + \frac{1}{4} \mathcal{L} (G_{rec}, G_{img})$$  

**Hyperbolic Embedding Loss:** We additionally apply hierarchical clustering and hyperbolic metric learning [34]. By representing recipes in hyperbolic space, we can better capture the varying degrees of similarity between them. Hyperbolic spaces provide a natural way to represent hierarchical structures due to their negative curvature. Recipes often exhibit a hierarchical organization, where ingredients and cooking steps are grouped into categories and subcategories. In Euclidean space, representing this hierarchical structure can be challenging because distances between ingredients or steps might not accurately reflect their actual relationships. In contrast, in hyperbolic space, the negative curvature allows for a more efficient representation of hierarchies. Ingredients and cooking steps can be placed at appropriate distances from each other, reflecting their similarities and differences more accurately. This means that recipes with similar ingredients and techniques will be positioned closer to each other, while those with distinct elements, e.g., completely dissimilar ingredients, will be farther apart. For instance, within the dessert category, a carrot cake will be closer to a muffin than to an ice cream. Hyperbolic spaces enable capturing of such nuances in recipe similarity. Furthermore, the infinite volume property of hyperbolic spaces allows for a larger number of recipes to be
effectively represented and compared within a finite space [19], which can be advantageous in recipe recommendation, where the goal is to search for similar recipes based on pre-specified criteria or to generate creative variations.

Specifically, for each recipe component, we first map the embeddings to a hyperbolic manifold $\mathbb{D}_h^n$ using Eq. (7). For instance, for the title embeddings $\mathbf{t}_{ttl}$, we compute hyperbolic representations as follows:

$$z_{ttl} = \exp^r(\mathbf{t}_{ttl}) := \tanh(\sqrt{r}\|\mathbf{t}_{ttl}\|) \frac{\mathbf{t}_{ttl}}{\sqrt{r}\|\mathbf{t}_{ttl}\|}.$$  

We perform similar calculations for the instructions, ingredients, recipe, and image embeddings. Next, we calculate the distance between two samples, for example, $z_{ttl}$ and $z_{img}$, using Eq. (8):

$$d(z_{ttl}, z_{img}) = \text{comb}^{-1} \left( 1 + \frac{2\|z_{ttl} - z_{img}\|^2}{(1 - \|z_{ttl}\|^2)(1 - \|z_{img}\|^2)} \right).$$  

To apply hierarchical clustering, we calculate the distance between the samples from two classes $C_a, C_b \in \mathcal{C}$:

$$d_{C_a, C_b} = \frac{1}{n_a n_b} \sum_{z_{ttl} \in C_a, z_{img} \in C_b} d(z_{ttl}, z_{img}),$$

where $z_{ttl}, z_{img}$ are samples from classes $C_a, C_b$ respectively, and $n_a, n_b$ represent the number of samples in $C_a, C_b$ respectively. Then, we use a distance threshold $\gamma$ to calculate the similarity level between two classes $C_a$ and $C_b$, i.e.,

$$s_{ab} = \frac{d_{C_a, C_b}}{\gamma}.$$  

Finally, we employ a log-ratio loss function that encourages dissimilar embeddings to be pushed apart in proportion to their level of similarity [34]. Given triplet sample $\{z_{ttl}^i, z_{img}^i, z_{img}^n\} \in \mathcal{S}$, the log-ratio loss can be defined as

$$\mathcal{L}_{hyp}(z_{ttl}^i, z_{img}^i, z_{img}^n) = \left( \log \frac{\|z_{ttl}^i - z_{img}^n\|}{\|z_{ttl}^i - z_{img}^i\|} - \log \Omega_{z_i - z_{jn}} \right)^2,$$

where superscripts $a, p$ and $n$ denote anchor, positives and negatives, respectively, and $\Omega$ is a hyperparameter that controls the degree of similarity. The variables $i, j$, and $k$ indicates sample indices to which the anchor, positive, and negative samples belong, and the similarity between classes $C_i$ and $C_j$, denoted as $s_{ij}$, is calculated as shown in Equation (10). Next, the hyperbolic embedding loss between two embeddings is computed using Eq. (12):

$$\mathcal{L}_h(\mathcal{G}_{ttl}, \mathcal{G}_{img}) = \sum_{z_{ttl} \in \mathcal{G}_{ttl}} \mathcal{L}_{hyp}(z_{ttl}^i, z_{img}^i, z_{img}^n),$$

where the sets $\mathcal{G}_{ttl}$ and $\mathcal{G}_{img}$ represent the sets of title and image embeddings in the hyperbolic manifold. The final hyperbolic embedding loss is the average of the four loss functions, as shown in Eq. (13).

$$\mathcal{L}_{he} = \mathcal{L}_h(\mathcal{G}_{ttl}, \mathcal{G}_{img}) + \mathcal{L}_h(\mathcal{G}_{img}, \mathcal{G}_{img}) + \mathcal{L}_h(\mathcal{G}_{ins}, \mathcal{G}_{img}) + \mathcal{L}_h(\mathcal{G}_{rec}, \mathcal{G}_{img})$$

3.4. Final Training Objective

Image-Text Matching (ITM) Loss: To facilitate the alignment process between the dual encoders, we incorporate multimodal regularization using Transformer decoders along with an Image-Text Matching loss (ITM) [2, 14]. ITM is a binary cross-entropy loss designed to classify the most suitable image-text pair. By optimizing this loss, we encourage the encoders to effectively match and align corresponding images and texts. The loss can be written as

$$\mathcal{L}_{itm} = -\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i \log \hat{y}_i + (1 - y_i) \log (1 - \hat{y}_i)),$$

where $n$ is the total number of positive and negative pairs of recipe and image embeddings, $y$ denote the labels $\{0, 1\}$ indicating whether the image and text belong to the same pair, and $\hat{y}$ denotes the output of the Multimodal Regularization (MMR) layer. To construct negative pairs, we sample the closest negative image using cosine similarity.

Semantic Loss: We additionally employ a semantic triplet loss [1] so that the embeddings focus on semantically interesting features. The semantic loss $\mathcal{L}_{sem}$ is similar to $\mathcal{L}_{he}$, except for the selection of positive and negative samples. Here, the positive samples are those that share the same class with the anchor and the negative samples are the samples with different classes.

Combined Final Loss: The final total loss function combines all the aforementioned losses together, i.e.,

$$\mathcal{L} = \lambda_{ite} \mathcal{L}_{ite} + \lambda_{he} \mathcal{L}_{he} + \lambda_{sem} \mathcal{L}_{sem} + \lambda_{itm} \mathcal{L}_{itm},$$

where $\lambda_{ite}, \lambda_{he}, \lambda_{sem}$ and $\lambda_{itm}$ are the weights for the corresponding losses. Additionally, to further improve model performance, we employ hard-negative sampling based on the multinomial probability distribution [20, 26]. More specifically, the negative samples for $\mathcal{L}_{ite}$ and $\mathcal{L}_{he}$ are selected such that they are closest to the positive samples.

4. Experimental Results

4.1. Dataset

We make use of the Recipe1M [23] dataset in our experiments. Recipe1M is a large-scale, structured corpus consisting of over 1 million cooking recipes and 800k food items. The dataset includes rich information about each recipe and
Table 1. Experimental results on image-to-recipe and recipe-to-image retrieval with 1k and 10k pairs on the Recipe1M [23] dataset. Best-performing method for each metric is highlighted in bold and the second-best is underlined.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>1k</th>
<th></th>
<th>1k</th>
<th>10k</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>image-to-recipe</td>
<td>R@1 ↑</td>
<td>R@5 ↑</td>
<td>R@10 ↑</td>
<td>image-to-recipe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salvador et al. [23]</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>61.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>60.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adainme [1]</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>40.2</td>
<td>68.1</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>69.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2GAN [35]</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>71.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>40.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCEC [6]</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>64.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>30.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACME [29]</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>67.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>30.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN [35]</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>67.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>30.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMH [10]</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>52.7</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>54.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. [28]</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>62.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCAN [33]</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>36.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF-ICMA [11]</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>55.1</td>
<td>86.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>56.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSIE [32]</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>56.5</td>
<td>87.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>58.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEE [33]</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>58.1</td>
<td>89.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>59.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-SIA [12]</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>59.3</td>
<td>89.6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>60.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-MRS [7]</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>60.5</td>
<td>89.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>61.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-T [22]</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>60.8</td>
<td>90.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>61.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-T(ViT) [22]</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>64.2</td>
<td>93.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>65.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-Food [24]</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>68.8</td>
<td>93.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>70.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-Food [24]</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>94.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>73.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FARM (Ours)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>73.7</td>
<td>94.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>75.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Cross-Modal Retrieval

We evaluate FARM using the Recipe1M dataset [23] for image-to-recipe and recipe-to-image retrieval tasks in both 1k and 10k settings. In image-to-recipe retrieval, the task is to retrieve the correct recipe given an image, while in recipe-to-image retrieval, the goal is to retrieve the image given a recipe. We compare FARM against several state-of-the-art baselines. Following previous works, we report medR, which represents the median index of the retrieved samples. We also provide retrieval accuracy metrics R@1, R@5, and R@10, which indicate the number of correct retrieved items when considering only the top K samples.

In Table 1, we observe that FARM outperforms all baselines on the image-to-recipe retrieval task. More specifically, FARM outperforms the best baseline, TFood [24], by 1.4 and 1.5 percentage points on R@1 on the 1k and 10k sets, respectively. In the recipe-to-image retrieval task, FARM outperforms T-Food [24] by 1.0 percentage points on the 1k setup, but T-Food outperforms FARM by 0.3 percentage points on the 10k setup. This may indicate that the visual cues provided by the images alone are sufficient to establish meaningful associations, without the need for explicit alignment of recipe components. On the other hand, in image-to-recipe retrieval, FARM benefits from the rich textual cues and achieves better performance in aligning images with textual recipes. Notably, FARM demonstrates superior performance on the R@5 and R@10 metrics on both 1k and 10k settings in the recipe-to-image retrieval task.

To further illustrate scalability, we present a comparative analysis in Figure 3, where FARM’s performance is compared against T-Food on settings larger than 10k. We observe that FARM consistently outperforms T-Food in both image-to-recipe and recipe-to-image tasks.

4.3. Ablation Studies

**Loss Components:** We present an ablation study comparing the contribution of various FARM loss components. Table 2 results reveal that the $L_{sem}$ component significantly boosts performance in the 1k setting, while improvements in 10k are notable but smaller. This observation emphasizes our model’s robustness and ability to extract semantic information from limited data. Additionally, $L_{sem}$ is
Table 2. Ablation study on $L_{sem}$ and $L_{he}$ loss components, on image-to-recipe and recipe-to-image retrieval with 1k and 10k pairs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>$L_{sem}$</th>
<th>$L_{he}$</th>
<th>1k</th>
<th>10k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>image-to-recipe</td>
<td></td>
<td>recipe-to-image</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>medR</td>
<td>R@1</td>
<td>R@5</td>
<td>R@10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FARM</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>73.7</td>
<td>90.7</td>
<td>93.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>90.2</td>
<td>93.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Experimental results on the image-to-recipe and recipe-to-image retrieval on the 1k and 10k settings, when part of the recipe is missing. The best-performing method is highlighted in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>1k</th>
<th>10k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>image-to-recipe</td>
<td>recipe-to-image</td>
<td>image-to-recipe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>medR</td>
<td>R@1</td>
<td>R@5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-Food</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>73.1</td>
<td>80.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td>70.9</td>
<td>87.2</td>
<td>90.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We observe that both versions of FARM outperform T-Food across all settings, proving the effectiveness of the proposed component-level alignment. In terms of R@1, in image-to-recipe 1k retrieval, performance improvements vary between [3.3%, 6.1%] when only one component of the recipe is available, and between [3.5%, 15.1%] when both components are available. Similarly, in the recipe-to-image 1k retrieval, performance improvements vary between [2.0%, 3.2%] when one component is available, and between [1.3%, 4.8%] when both components are available.

We also observe better performance on image-to-recipe retrieval. Between the two variants of our approach, FARM performs better than FARM (w/o $L_{he}$) in the image-to-recipe retrieval task in most cases, however, FARM (w/o $L_{he}$) sometimes performs better than FARM in the recipe-to-image retrieval task. We further observe that, among the different components of the recipe, the inclusion of the title seems to have the least effect on performance gains. This may point toward the need to design a better approach to encoding titles. On the other hand, ingredients seem to be the most useful component, with FARM achieving 35.4 R@1 in the only-ingredient setup, which is close to the combination of title and instructions (36.2 R@1).

4.4 Qualitative Analysis

We conduct qualitative analysis to understand FARM’s semantic capabilities. In Figure 4, we present a t-SNE [27] comparison of the FARM and T-Food recipe embeddings. We observe that FARM achieves better separation, which

more effective on recipe-to-image retrieval, achieving 1.9% improvement (1k), compared to a modest 0.7% improvement on the image-to-recipe task. The relatively smaller impact of $L_{sem}$ on image-to-recipe retrieval indicates that the richness and informativeness of visual features can often serve as dominant cues for retrieving textual recipe descriptions. Enhancing semantic alignment improves the ability to extract meaningful information from textual descriptions, leading to more accurate retrieval.

We also observe that the hyperbolic embedding loss significantly improves model performance on both image-to-recipe and recipe-to-image retrieval, outperforming FARM (w/o $L_{he}$) across all metrics. In contrast to the observations for $L_{sem}$, the impact of the hyperbolic loss is more pronounced in the image-to-recipe retrieval task compared to the recipe-to-image retrieval task. This suggests that the hyperbolic embedding loss effectively captures and leverages the inherent hierarchical relationships and similarities between recipes, making it easier to retrieve the most relevant textual descriptions for a given food image.

**Missing Information:** To demonstrate the effectiveness of our component-level alignment, we present experiments when one or more recipe components are missing (Table 3). For example, in the Title setup, only the title information is available, and ingredients and instructions are set to empty strings. Similarly, in the Title+Ingredient setup, the tile and ingredient are available, while the instructions are not. We compare T-Food with two versions of our proposed approach, with and without the hyperbolic loss, i.e., FARM and FARM (w/o $L_{he}$), respectively.

We observe that both versions of FARM outperform T-Food across all settings, proving the effectiveness of the proposed component-level alignment. In terms of R@1, in image-to-recipe 1k retrieval, performance improvements vary between [3.3%, 6.1%] when only one component of the recipe is available, and between [3.5%, 15.1%] when both components are available. Similarly, in the recipe-to-image 1k retrieval, performance improvements vary between [2.0%, 3.2%] when one component is available, and between [1.3%, 4.8%] when both components are available.

We also observe better performance on image-to-recipe retrieval. Between the two variants of our approach, FARM performs better than FARM (w/o $L_{he}$) in the image-to-recipe retrieval task in most cases, however, FARM (w/o $L_{he}$) sometimes performs better than FARM in the recipe-to-image retrieval task. We further observe that, among the different components of the recipe, the inclusion of the title seems to have the least effect on performance gains. This may point toward the need to design a better approach to encoding titles. On the other hand, ingredients seem to be the most useful component, with FARM achieving 35.4 R@1 in the only-ingredient setup, which is close to the combination of title and instructions (36.2 R@1).
Figure 4. Recipe embeddings t-SNE visualization from 15 randomly sampled classes from the Recipe1M dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Ingredients</th>
<th>Instructions</th>
<th>Ground Truth</th>
<th>Top 5 Retrieved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vanilla bean ice cream</td>
<td>2 cups heavy cream, 3 cup granulated sugar, 2 vanilla beans...</td>
<td>Prepare an ice water bath. Combine cream half and half. Whisk egg yolks...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maple cream cheese french toast casserole</td>
<td>10 cups bread cubes, 4 tablespoons sugar, 8 large eggs...</td>
<td>Beat the softened cream cheese with sugar. Add in milk half and half cream maple syrup and vanilla...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gramma’s banana bread muffins</td>
<td>2 ripe bananas mashed, melted butter, sugar...</td>
<td>Preheat the oven to 350f. Mix butter into the mashed bananas. Mix in the sugar egg and vanilla...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluffo chicken fanfare</td>
<td>2 boneless chicken breasts, asparagus, chopped onion...</td>
<td>Preheat oven to 350. Brown the chicken. Steam asparagus...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almond spongecake with chocolate frosting</td>
<td>All purpose flour, Baking powder, 2 cup castor sugar...</td>
<td>Preheat oven to 180 grease a cake tin and set aside. Beat eggs and castor sugar just until combined...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. FARM qualitative analysis on recipe-to-image retrieval. Each row presents the top-5 retrieved images, alongside their associated textual components for each recipe.

leads to less overlap among the various classes. For example, ‘stir fry’ has a lot of overlap with fried rice in the recipe embeddings learned using T-Food. FARM reduces this overlap significantly. In Figure 5, we demonstrate a few retrieved samples in the image-to-recipe retrieval task. We observe that FARM retrieves semantically similar images for each of the recipes. We further observe that sometimes the results are similar to the ground truth, although they do not exactly look like the ground truth. For example, for ‘banana bread muffin’, FARM retrieves a different image of the bread muffin instead of the ground truth, while the actual ground truth is also in the top-3 results. This explains the lower R@1 compared to R@5.

5. Conclusion

In this work, we introduce FARM, a cross-modal fine-grained alignment framework for recipe retrieval that aligns individual recipe components (title, ingredients, and instructions) with image embeddings. FARM incorporates a hyperbolic loss that captures the hierarchical structure and relationships within the embedding space, leading to improved retrieval performance. Experimental results demonstrate improvements compared to the current state-of-the-art methods in both image-to-recipe and recipe-to-image retrieval tasks. FARM enhances robustness in handling missing information and consistently surpasses baselines when one or more recipe components are missing.
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